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topics. Here you can read about a new class of solitons, the contributions wavelets are making to

solving scientific problems, how mathematics is improving medical imaging, and Andrew

Wiles's acclaimed work on Fermat's Last Theorem. What's Happening can be recommended to

all mathematics majors, graduate students, and mathematics clubs—not to mention mathemati-

cians who enjoy reading about recent developments in fields other than their own. What's

Happening highlights the excitement and wonder of mathematics.

1991 MSC: 00; ISBN 0-8218-8998-2, 51 pp. (softcover), July 1994

List $8; Order code HAPPENING/MC
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Standing orders and bulk order discounts are available!

To order call toll free 800-321-4AMS

All prices subject to change. Free shipment by surface: for air delivery, please add $6.50 per title. Prepayment required.   Sfi"

Order from: American Mathematical Society. P.O. Box 5904. Boston, MA 02206-5904, or call toll free 800-321-4267
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